We present a subspace learning method, called Local Discriminant Embedding with Tensor representation (LDET), that addresses simultaneously the generalization and data representation problems in subspace learning. LDET learns multiple interrelated subspaces for obtaining a lower-dimensional embedding by incorporating both class label information and neighborhood information. By encoding each object as a second-or higher-order tensor, LDET can capture higher-order structures in the data without requiring a large sample size. Extensive empirical studies have been performed to compare LDET with a second-or third-order tensor representation and the original LDE on their face recognition performance. Not only does LDET have a lower computational complexity than LDE, but LDET is also superior to LDE in terms of its recognition accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Subspace learning, which learns to map data from some input space to a lower-dimensional subspace, plays a very important role in many computer vision and pattern classification problems. Two representative linear subspace learning methods are principal component analysis (PCA) [1] and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] . While PCA seeks to find a low-dimensional representation that minimizes the reconstruction error, LDA uses the label information to find a low-dimensional representation that best separates different classes.
There are two directions along which subspace learning methods can be extended. One direction is to extend the generalization ability of subspace learning methods, while another direction is to enhance their data representation ability. Along the first direction, some examples include independent component analysis (ICA) [3] proposed as a generalization of PCA to take into account higherorder statistical dependencies, kernel PCA (KPCA) [4] and kernel Fisher discriminant analysis (KFD) [5] proposed as nonlinear extensions to their linear counterparts based on the kernel approach, an enhanced LDA model [6] and direct LDA [7] as improvements to the original LDA, and locality preserving projection (LPP) [8] as an extension of PCA that can preserve the neighborhood structure of the data. More recently, a new subspace learning method called local discriminant embedding (LDE) [9] was proposed. LDE makes use of both the neighborhood relationships between data points and the class label information to obtain a lower-dimensional embedding. Unlike LDA and related methods, the discrimination ability of LDE does not strongly depend on the data distribution, such as the Gaussian assumption. Moreover, unlike many manifold learning methods such as Isomap [10] and locally linear embedding (LLE) [11] , LDE uses label information to find the embedding and can naturally handle new test data in classification applications.
Along the second direction, some recent subspace learning methods represent each object as a two-dimensional (2-D) matrix rather than a one-dimensional (1-D) vector, e.g., [12, 13] . For applications in which the available data are scarce, a vector representation can make the curse ofdimensionality problem (and hence the small sample size problem) a lot more serious. Moreover, for objects such as images, a 1-D representation ignores higher-order structures in the data. Working directly on 2-D image objects allows principal features in the rows or columns of the images to be found, resulting in substantial reduction in the dimensionality of some computational problems such as the eigenvalue problem. Recently, further generalization was proposed to represent each object as a general tensor of second or higher order, such as PCA with tensor representation [14] and LPP with tensor representation [15] .
In this paper, we attempt to address both the generalization and data representation problems simultaneously. Specifically, we propose to reformulate LDE so that it can work directly on a tensor representation. We refer to this new method as Local Discriminant Embedding with Tensor representation (LDET). Based on face recognition experiments, we empirically compare the classification performance of our LDET algorithm and the original LDE algorithm. Assume that each data point xi C X belongs to one of h classes, with the corresponding class label yi C {1, ... . h}. Based on the assumption that any subset of data points belonging to the same class lies in a submanifold of M, the LDE algorithm aims to find the optimal projection matrix V for the embedding by integrating the class label information of the data points and the neighborhood information between data points. The goal is to preserve the within-class neighborhood relationship while dissociating the submanifolds for different classes from each other. In so doing, classification based on the nearest neighbor criterion in the embedding subspace is expected to be able to predict the class labels of unlabeled test points more reliably.
The within-class neighborhood relationship is represented by a within-class neighborhood graph G while the between-class neighborhood relationship is represented by a between-class neighbor- 
Note that LDE has the same limitation as the classical LDA in that it suffers from the small sample size problem (or undersampling problem). Specifically, in many real-world applications such as face recognition where the dimensionality of the data is much larger than the sample size, the matrix Lw is singular and hence (4) cannot be solved directly. Moreover, its 1-D data representation also ignores the possibly useful higher-order structures in the data.
OUR LDET ALGORITHM

LDET Algorithm
Most previous approaches to subspace learning consider an object as a vector which is a 1-D representation. The corresponding learning algorithms are typically performed in very high-dimensional feature spaces. As a result, these methods usually suffer from the curse of dimensionality problem. Moreover, many objects found in imagebased and video-based applications, such as face recognition, are more naturally represented as second-or higher-order tensors.
Formally, to perform subspace learning using a tensor representation, we are given a data set of n pth-order tensors {Xi Xi E Rdi X d2 x x dp }in 1. The entire data set may also be represented as a (p+l)th-order sample tensor X E d Rxd2xXdpxn Embedding the data set to a lower-dimensional subspace corresponds to finding for each input tensor Xi a tensor Zi E W1 Xf2 X .XP, withfj < dj forj= 1,... ,p.
Let us first review some basic terminology on tensor operations [14] . The inner product of two tensors A and B with the same dimensions dix d2 x ... x dp is (A, B) (10) for the eigenvectors corresponding to the fk largest eigenvalues. Algorithm 1 summarizes the complete LDET algorithm. We can notice that LDET degenerates to LDE if a first-order tensor representation (equivalent to a vector representation) is used, and hence LDE is a special case of LDET. We will show through experiments in the next section that LDET with higher-order tensors outperforms LDE.
Algorithmic Analysis
We now shift our focus to evaluate the merits of the proposed approach in terms of its leamability and computational complexity.
Singularity and Curse of Dimensionality: In LDE, the size of Lb and L, is H= 1 di X HP 1 di. For many applications, Hi= 1 d is very large and hence the singularity problem is often encountered. In LDET, however, the stepwise matrices Lb and L, are of size dk x dk, which is much smaller than that of LDE. Moreover, the objects analyzed in LDET are the column vectors of the unfolded matrices and hence the sample size is essentially enlarged to n k di. Since dk is much smaller than n HR k di especially when higher-order tensors are used, it is less likely to suffer from the singularity problem. values when the dimensionality reaches 8 to 27, while LDE reaches the maximum at around 50 to 60. From all the experiments, we can say that LDET is a more effective subspace learning algorithm than LDE, especially for LDET/3 which achieves the highest recognition accuracy.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a tensor extension to the recently proposed LDE algorithm for subspace learning. By addressing the generalization and data representation problems simultaneously, the proposed LDET algorithm outperforms LDE in all our face recognition experiments. A natural extension of the empirical study is to consider even higher-order tensors, such as applying LDET/4 to video-based face recognition.
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